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TUX MACHINES turned 15 almost exactly two months ago [2]. The site has operational costs, as one can expect,
mostly the hardware and bandwidth. We've thankfully had these resources very kindly donated to us last year, basically
saving us the massive burden of bills somewhere around $10,000. Running a site with a lot of traffic isn't cheap and it
isn't getting cheaper, either. As an overhead or addition to server maintenance (uptime requires habitual work on
repairing databases, managing backups, patching of software and agonising system upgrades once in a few years) it
takes a lot of time to compose new material and moderate to keep spam out.
A lot of the mainstream media is bashing Linux Journal right now [3]. It makes it seem like its demise is a problem
with GNU/Linux itself. These are villainous lies from self-serving foes of Linux, sometimes people who are aligned
with Microsoft or salaried by Microsoft (we don't want to link to their provocative clickbait). But anyway, the bottom
line is that keeping Linux Journal online may be costly and people should prepare for the possibility of Linux Journal
becoming unavailable (offline) some time soon. I try very hard to prevent this (today and yesterday) [4]. "There is a
real (and ever-growing) danger that a massive trove of GNU/Linux and Free software history will vanish unless urgent
action is taken right now," I said. There are ways to avoid this (writers of that site need to unite in a union-like sense). I
also secure my own sites from such a fate [5], having reached almost 13 years in Techrights. This week the site is
experiencing all-time traffic records.
I've decided to contact Rick Falkvinge [6] (Dick Greger Augustsson), founder of the Swedish Pirate Party and head of
privacy at Private Internet Access [7], which owns Linux Journal. Bear in mind he used to work for Microsoft. We're
still friendly online (we've exchanged some messages over the years) and he probably has sufficient clout at Private
Internet Access to sway their decisions. In case they plan to shut down the site, we must act fast. Please contact him; as
per his Web site [8], his E-mail address is x1bpsas66na001@sneakemail.com and any message he receives he
can relay to other high-level people at the company. I don't personally know anyone else at that company, so that's the

only contact I'm able to provide. ?
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